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ABSTRACT 
ADAPTATION AND APPLICABILITY OF THE EUROPEAN 
UNION COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY TO TURKEY IN 
PROCESS OF  NEGOTIATIONS  WITH EUROPEAN UNION. 
The purpose of this study is to reveal the complications in Common Agricultural Policy 
that Turkey come across during the period , the legislation and implementation errors 
and to demonstrate the necessity of  Common Agricultural Policy to arrange these 
problems within The Agriculture Negotiations. In this study we see how European 
Union become an exporter of food instead of  being an importer. 
      In The Agriculture Negotiations, the most important difficulty is the adaptation to 
the Common Agricultural Policy. CAP, for being the first and supported with the 
biggest budget policy of  European Union, EU forbear to accept Turkey to the 
community.  
      Turkey needs a stable agriculture policy in any case. It is necessray to make an 
attempt for the management of agriculture policies under one unit like the independency 
of Central Bank for inflation targeting. 
      As it mentioned, although it has some defects, at the present day The Turkish 
Agricultural Sector  require CAP. 
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